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Message from the

PRESIDENT & PATRON

Bonfire in winters at the campus and usually there is a movie night out for our
students, both day scholars as well as for those who reside in the hostels.

Please take time out to participate in these activities, a healthy mind is
considered to be the most productive mind too, we have ample space at the main
campus, we even have an amphitheatre which surely can cater needs of those
artists and performers, who are willing to stretch the limits of their talents and are
ready to take on any challenge for that matter.

The campus is on a wide sprawling area of almost 54 acres, and provides an ideal
place to conduct any outdoor activity as long as it is healthy and purposeful.

For FDM and AMM students field visits would commence soon, so please make
the most of it, all our programs are specifically tailormade, and have lots of fun
and learning activities in them, the main aim is to introduce our students to the
practical world so they embark on their academic journey with the Institute.

Meanwhile Happy Reading!

Humayun Zafar, President
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Dear Readers,

I hope that the new edition of our
monthly e - newsletter is already in your
hands, every month the management of
TIP tries to bring in something new for
our leaders, now the elections are being
held to select the new TISF ( Textile
Institute Student Forum) for the current
year, i.e. 2023 -2024, the student body is
responsible to conduct sports Galas,
annual dinner,  freshmen  welcome  and  



Greetings Esteemed Readers,

As the pages of our latest monthly e-newsletter grace your screens, it is my
pleasure to welcome you to a plethora of insights and updates. Each month, our
dedicated team at TIP strives to present something novel and engaging for our
readers. Currently, the buzz on campus revolves around the ongoing elections to
choose the new leaders for the Textile Institute Student Forum (TISF) for the
academic year 2023-2024. This student body plays a pivotal role in organizing
various events such as sports galas, annual dinners, freshmen welcomes, winter
bonfires, and even movie nights—a vibrant spectrum catering to both day
scholars and our hostel residents. I invite you to actively participate in these
events, for a healthy mind is widely regarded as the most productive. 

Additionally, the sprawling campus provides an ideal setting for numerous
outdoor activities that align with both wellness and purpose. For our students in
the Fashion Design & Marketing (FDM) and Apparel Manufacturing &
Merchandising (AMM) programs, exciting field visits are on the horizon. I
encourage you to seize these opportunities and extract the maximum value from
them. Our programs are meticulously curated, incorporating an array of enjoyable
learning activities. The primary objective is to swiftly immerse our students in the
practical world, aligning with the essence of their academic journey at the
Institute.

Shams Shehzadi

Message from the

EDITOR IN CHIEF
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DISCOVER TIP PROGRAMS
Textile Design Technology Program

The Textile Design Technology program at
the Textile Institute of Pakistan offers a
comprehensive curriculum integrating
technical knowledge and design thinking in
textiles. Students can choose from four
majors: Print, Weave, Knit, and Design
Intervention. The program emphasizes
creative problem-solving, critical thinking,
and an entrepreneurial outlook, preparing
students for careers as textile or product
designers in the fashion or home textile
sectors, or even within the denim industry.
Graduates may join industry giants like Gul
Ahmed or Al-Karam, or embark on
entrepreneurial ventures, contributing to
both established enterprises  and  emerging 
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Ms. Shaheen Khan
Program Coordinator TDT

startups within the Pakistani economy. Through hands-on experiences,
internships, and collaborative projects, students gain the skills and confidence
necessary to succeed in this exciting field.

Textile Science Program

Textile Science program focuses on
advanced-level courses covering textile
chemistry, polymer and fiber science, fabric
development, textile wet processing,
apparel manufacturing, and fundamental
management and marketing courses.
Graduates have a solid foundation and the
ability to apply their knowledge to solve
textile material-related problems involving
both chemical and physical principles. The
program emphasizes conception, design,
construction, and efficient production of
textiles or related chemicals, providing
graduates with valuable expertise for the
industry. Ms. Sidra Safdar Durrani

Program Coordinator TS
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Textile Management and Marketing Program

The Textile Management and Marketing
Program at the Textile Institute of Pakistan
is a beacon of academic excellence. It melds
fundamental business acumen with
specialized knowledge in textiles, fibers,
merchandising, and retail, providing
students with a unique advantage in the
competitive job market and equipping
them for entrepreneurial ventures. The TMM
Program is crafted to nurture creative,
result-oriented professionals endowed with
profound insights to serve the ever-evolving
global economy. This distinctive program
offers comprehensive learning about textile
processes, materials, and equipment,
setting it apart from general BBA Programs.

Dr. Muhammad Asif Khan
Program Coordinator TMM

Our distinguished faculty, comprising highly professional and foreign-qualified
experts, along with research-oriented, successful alumni, showcases the
program's commitment to fostering excellence. 

Industrial Manufacturing and Management Program

At the Textile Institute of Pakistan, we
pioneer the offering of a specialized
program in Industrial Manufacturing and
Management, setting us apart from other
educational institutions that typically focus
on either Management Sciences or
Manufacturing Technologies exclusively.
Our unique degree program
comprehensively covers both aspects,
blending Management Sciences with
Manufacturing Technologies. This program
equips graduates with technical skills,
knowledge, and hands-on experience
supported by a strong management
foundation. Core components encompass
Industrial Manufacturing and Management 

Mr. Shakeel Paracha
Program Coordinator IMM

Concepts, Production and Operations Management, Manufacturing Supervision,
Maintenance Management, and more. Graduates are prepared for roles such as
Compliance Manager, Inspection Manager, Quality Manager, and Manufacturing
Manager, enhancing their career opportunities in the manufacturing sector.
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Apparel Manufacturing and Merchandizing Program

Step into the dynamic realm of Apparel
Manufacturing and Merchandising, where
tradition meets innovation and creativity
intertwines with technology. As the
Program Coordinator, I'm delighted to
introduce you to a program designed to
deepen your understanding of the apparel
industry while equipping you with the skills
to thrive in both the Pakistani and global
markets. Our program offers a blend of
theory and practical experience, aligning
with the evolving needs of the industry.
Graduates have a spectrum of career
opportunities, including Production
Managers, Merchandisers, Fashion Buyers,
Entrepreneurs,       Export Managers,        and 

Mr. Arsalan Alam
Program Coordinator AMM

Consultants. Whether pursuing a traditional job or entrepreneurial venture, our
program provides the necessary tools and expertise, supported by mentorship
and industry networks, for a fulfilling career or successful fashion enterprise.



TIP STAFF PICNIC
31st August 2023

The Textile Institute of Pakistan orchestrated a memorable staff picnic on the 31st
of August at the picturesque Miani Beach. The day began with an infectious sense
of enthusiasm as TIP employees assembled early in the morning, looking forward
to a day of camaraderie and relaxation amidst the beauty of the beach.

Activities for the day were thoughtfully planned to cater to a range of preferences.
Beach games provided an exhilarating experience, creating a competitive yet
enjoyable atmosphere. In contrast, leisurely beach walks allowed participants to
soak in the peaceful ambiance and the rhythmic melody of the waves.
Complementing these activities was an array of delectable treats and refreshing
beverages, adding to the picnic's festive vibe.

However, beyond the array of activities and culinary delights, the true essence of
the day lay in the connections forged among the TIP staff. The picnic acted as a
catalyst for staff members to interact in a more relaxed setting, strengthening
bonds and building a stronger sense of unity among the team. We express our
heartfelt appreciation to the organizing committee for their meticulous planning
and execution, ensuring that the event was a day to be remembered.
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MAJESTIC MOMENTS AT MIANI BEACH



ORIENTATION DAY
11th September 2023

On September 11th, 2023, the Textile Institute of Pakistan kicked off the academic
year with an exhilarating Orientation Day. Incoming students and their parents
were welcomed to the campus, offering them a glimpse into their educational
journey. The day was packed with essential program insights, faculty
introductions, and campus tours, setting the stage for a year of growth and
learning.

During the Orientation Day, we provided a comprehensive overview of life at TIP.
From academic excellence to transportation options, we ensured that students
and parents were acquainted with the support systems available. This event was
a crucial stepping stone, instilling confidence and enthusiasm in our new
students as they began their academic endeavors.

As the Orientation Day concluded, we eagerly anticipated the achievements of
our new students. With a dynamic educational environment and dedicated
faculty, we are confident that the Class of 2023-2024 is on the path to a year of
growth, learning, and lasting memories.
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BUILDING FUTURES AT TIP



GAMERS ARENA
27th September 2023 - 28th September 2023

The Textile Institute of Pakistan was abuzz with excitement during the
adrenaline-packed Mountain Dew Gamers Arena on Wheels event! On the 27th
and 28th of September 2023, gaming enthusiasts flocked to our campus for an
unforgettable gaming extravaganza. The iconic branded bus stationed at our
campus became the epicenter for registration and participation in the ultimate
gaming competition, featuring popular titles like PUBG Mobile, Tekken 7, Dota 2,
and Free Fire. 

Gaming aficionados united to partake in this high-energy event, transforming the
campus into a battleground for intense battles and strategic gaming. With games
like PUBG Mobile, Tekken 7, Dota 2, and Free Fire in the spotlight, participants
showcased their gaming prowess, battling it out for victory. The Mountain Dew
Gamers Arena on Wheels event at TIP provided an opportunity for gamers to
unite, compete, and immerse themselves in the thrilling world of esports,
elevating the gaming experience for all. 

The event was a testament to the growing gaming community at TIP, with
students and gaming enthusiasts demonstrating their skills and passion for
esports. Mountain Dew Gamers Arena on Wheels created an electric atmosphere,
fostering camaraderie and healthy competition. With the branded bus as the hub
of activity, participants engaged in fierce battles and showcased their strategic
gaming abilities. Mountain Dew, synonymous with gaming fervor, further
amplified the gaming spirit, promising an unforgettable adventure for all who
were part of this sensational event. 
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On the 29th of September 2023, Muslims around the
world celebrated Eid Milad un Nabi, commemorating
the birth of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him). This joyous occasion is marked with special
prayers, gatherings, and events to honor the life,
teachings, and contributions of the Prophet. It serves
as a reminder of the values he advocated for:
compassion, peace, and unity. During this day,
believers reflect on the profound wisdom he shared,
aiming to embody his virtues in their daily lives and
contribute positively to their communities. 

STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTIONS
9th October 2023

[

EID MILAD UN NABI
29th September 2023
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Get ready for a democratic wave at the
Textile Institute of Pakistan! The Student
Council Elections for the academic year
2023-24 are set to take place on 9th October
2023. This is your chance to actively
participate and cast your vote to elect
representatives who will advocate for your
interests. It's an opportunity to choose
leaders who will shape the future of our
campus community and contribute to
enhancing the overall student experience.
Make sure to mark the date on your
calendar and engage in this vital process,
because your voice matters! 


